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About This Content

A fictional route based in the United States of America where the Burlington Northern railroad uses GP38-2 locomotives to
help serve the industries that rely on the railroad for their main source of transportation and to do local runs on the main line.
The main line uses BN SD40-2 locomotives for trains that enter and leave the area. With so much gameplay and additional

assets this route has to offer, this is something to add to your Trainz collection. Welcome to the Shortline Railroad!

Includes 5 sessions that offer something new on the route:

Task 1:Delivering Boxcars

Task 2: Shunting In Woodlawn

Task 3: Coal For The Power Station

Task 4: Beetown Exchange

Task 5: Run To Woodton City
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Very Very interesting game, every new game i discover something new I can do, from my little play time i have im having fun,
sleep was the reason i had to stop :\/.. Yesssssss! What an amazing software! Just passed this morning, absloutly buzzing. Get it,
its the business, alot of the questions from this actually came up in the exam.. Controls that actually work would have made this
an enjoyable game...
Otherwise you just comically smash things about, then just get annoyed by it.
It's your arm and it doesn't really work easily, which makes no sense.. I'd recommend for any tactics game fans, especially if you
like old-school Fire Emblem games since it feels a lot like that.

+Great tactics rpg gameplay, feels like old Fire Emblem
+Weapons and classes very reminiscent of Fire Emblem
+Several difficulty levels with options for permadeath or not
+Characters, lore, graphics all good for an SRPG Maker game
+Great value for the amount of content

-Like the Fire Emblem games, some characters are too underpowered
-No stage replays or way to reliably level up weak characters
-'Gold' amounts displayed on battle screen but no way to spend it, no store
-No weapon triangle \/ inherent weapon type strengths. This very short casual point-and-click adventure has much better
storytelling and characterization than is usual for this genre. There are some nice hidden-object scenes and challenging (but fair)
puzzle mini-games.

Sounds great, right? Unfortunately, this game fails because the game engine is unbearably clunky. Usually you have to point and
click, but there are a few key moments where you have to drag items instead, and there's no clear logic as to why you would
need to do so. The engine also requires a very annoyingly precise level of pixel hunting, both to find usual items and to find
items in hidden-object scenes.

The dev team has a lot of potential! But they really need to 1) clean up the game engine, 2) add much more content for a
released game.. Do you kno de wei?. -You can beat the whole game in about 5-25 minutes (depending on your skill level)
-Will get your blood pressure up with being in a constant panic the whole time
-Get your friends to play and laugh at their pain. I tried this one, must have.. you will never get past the 5th mission of the
campaign. you will be stuck there forever even on the easiest difficulty. A total bummer
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TL;DR: Wasted potential, gun modding is just stat changes with no model changes, repetitive nearly unrewarding combat.

Normal review: I can't honestly recommend Resonance of Fate (RoF).

RoF starts out rough with it's beyond terrible tutorial, explaining what happens, and not how to. The controller scheme (forget
about keyboard & mouse) is so confusing to start with it's just like they were trying to mash a keyboard into a controller.

The overall gameplay is unique, taking gameplay from for example: Valkyria Chronicles, and gun customisation from Fallout:
New Vegas \/ Fallout 4, but makes both just bland.

The reason why the gameplay for RoF is bad, is its simple, terrible handling of difficulty spikes, essentially soft-forcing you to
grind repetitive boring battles, and utterly fails with gun customisation... by not making the upgrades visible in the battles...
which just makes the upgrade system a stat upgrade, with no visual progress.

Story isn't holding up to anything, until about ~5 or something... The visual work isn't anything to brag about either, and just
seems like there was an attempt, as the nightsky is basically just copy-pasted "star clusters" randomly set in arrangement to seem
like stars, as seen in a game scene... Overall I think RoF is a wasted potential, as it tries some things, but doesn't commit to them
and wastes itself and essentially feels like it "thought" it was going to be the next "popular" game.. I got this game for only 10
cents because I levelled up. It was still a waste of money

1. Complete ripoff of Geometry Dash without the things that make it good
2. Bad music
3. Bad reaction times
4. Very bad spelling
5. No polish whatsoever
6. I could've probably made this game if I wanted to (I'm terrible at programming)
7. Definitely a Chinese ripoff
8. Extremely Boring

Verdict:
Just get Geometry Dash. Excellent game, short & immersive. Lovecraft meets "Oh God, what did I do last night?" ...which,
come to think of is just Lovecraft. How about Lovecraft meets the mysteries of the deep... wait, no that's just Lovecraft. I know:
It's Lovecraft meets a day at the beach!

Or it's just fun and WHY CAN'T I RIDE THE JETSKI WITH MY TENTACLE?!?. I love this game. I've played it before and
I'm playing it again. Really addictive with great puzzles to enjoy.. so i dont often do reviews but i felt like this warrented one
cause many probably are wondering should i pick this up?
and not many reviews go in depth and i have boughten the rct 1 and 2 on steam and used open rtc so i am in fair place to
compare considering i played more time on rct 1 and 2 on disc then steam then id like to admit and i did drop full price tag on
this game no sales anyways...

hmm where to start

differences

first off as another reviewer said this is like rct2 with rct1 shoved into it with some variences,
the layout changed alot its confusing for the first while but after you get use to it its not to bad such as who knew you had to go
into the options tab to disable scenery ???? after about an hour i figured out where everything is and such stuff as landscaping
been revamped i prefer old way but its not terrible ( i assume its to help touch screen users on android and iphone)

but not all is bad and quirky there has been some issues that have been ironed out ai are still dumb dumbs sometimes but they
are slightly better such as if you delete paths while they are on them and build nearby they will tend to migrate towards the new
path instead of walking aimlessly the other direction into the abyss so they got a few more brain cells not many but enough you
notice
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when your building a path the path acts more like theme park did it follows what you place next better such as instead of a que
automatically locking onto the nearest path like a homing missle and you have to pI$$ with it to get it to move onto the next spot
in this game it follows where you place the next one its much more user friendly and less annoying

you know how on rct1 and 2 you had to rotate 10 different shops 3 times to face the path well no more it auto rotates them the
only time it becomes a pain in the a$$ is when its in the middle of 2-3 paths and it wants to face the wrong way but for the most
part its nice

fast foward yes (L) no its not like rct2 open where you can enable auto finish early if you met requirements but you can go up to
4x speed so when you leave it going in about 10 min you can pass a year and if you go to build something it auto slows to normal
speed

you can zoom out very far and zoom very close where your almost ontop of the people theyre pixelated as shayt but its a nice
touch

theres some other minor stuff thats tweaked that im not gonna address at the moment unless i feel like updating it

what i dislike

NO RESOLUTION???? even the other games had this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i dont know i think it scales
based on side by side differences since im running 1080p on a 27 inch monitor in the one zoom stuffs to far away its hard to see
but clear if i zoom in once more its close but a little to pixel for my liking everyones milage will vary with this one but its
tolerable

some random notes

its missing some bonus parks here and there such as alton towers blackpool pleasure beach and that stuff you know what i mean
but it has a panda park?? so i guess something else got added

you can import from rct2 track designs into this

this game is harder at least for the rct1 scenarios they heavily incorperated rc2 features such as no admission but ride tickets or
no ride tickets but admission so some normal rct1 levels your use to breezing through will cause you some minor grief i havent
failed any yet but had some close calls

overall

i think this is a good buy for the sole purpose of how much time you can put into this
ill allow comments if anyone has any questions or they think i should modify some parts of this review

slight edit: game crashed once so far thankfully it auto saved so when i started it again it went straight back into game which is
nice. Nice little Game. Which reminds me of "1942" back on Amiga 500 .
This Game maybe just Black and White but you can clear see the Love in the Details.
Perfect for a Commercial Break when you watch Tv.
. I purchased as a learning tool, and I see it as funding future development or a donation.

As for the game, Its is hard for a young person or child to understand the effects of driving while using banned substances,
This is a game that can show you, and allow you to see first hand what it can do and why its a problem,
Childern know from TV that mum and dad or anyone is not allowed to drink and drive,
How do you make a young person understand, WHY?, playing the game gives you an idea of the reason and shows you first
hand,
I see anything towards making people aware, and helping educate on issues like this a big plus,
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I dont know what the developer indended this to be, an early educational software title is how I see it,

Play it have some fun, get drunk, take some drugs go for a drive, but take from this a life leason, don't drink and drive, share the
message,

. Pretty cute game, love it!. Mafia 3 was my first game for the mafia franchise. Well i'll be damned, I didn't know a true mafia
game till i played this! The fighting, driving, weapons and characters are the best, especially Joe! If i didn't have Joe to entertain
me, this game would be completely different! I need Joe to give me advice on how to get the ladies... I'm pretty sure this game
was supposed to be about Joe secretly.
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